
1.1  Bective Abbey – Introduction

Bective Abbey, a cistercian house founded in 1147
(Gwynn and Hadcock 1970, 128), stands majestically
above the waters of the River Boyne. it is located in
the townland of Bective (national Grid Ref: 285971,
25995) 440m northeast of the village/crossroads of
Bective and 6.6km north of the town of trim, co.
Meath (fig. 1.1, pl. 1.1). Bective Abbey is a national
Monument (nM187; Recorded Monument Me031-
026); its buildings are sited on a low rise in pasture
which falls gently down to the river located 130m to
the east. the character of the surrounding
countryside is gently undulating land with fields
under pasture and tillage and small copses of
woodland.

1.2  Location

Bective abbey is sited at an altitude of 53m ordnance
Datum (oD) on an outlier of Upper carboniferous
sandstone and shale. the surrounding bedrock
consists of Lower carboniferous limestone, a fine-
grained grey/blue calcareous rock (Geological
Survey of ireland 1:63,360 sheets 91, 101). the
limestone is exposed at a quarry immediately due

east of the site on the opposite bank of the river
Boyne (pl. 1.2). this was the likely source for much
of the building material at Bective abbey. the drift
cover is not deep in this area and bedrock appears
through it (Synge 1950–1, 100). the soils of the area
consist mainly of grey/brown podzols and are
generally very fertile. Some gley soils occur in the
northern and western portions of the Abbey granges
(fig. 1.2).

Bective Abbey lies within the catchment area of
the Upper Boyne. Below trim the Boyne flows first
east, then turns north-east in a valley cut into
limestone and overlying shale. At Bective the valley
is c.10 m deep (ibid.). it flows towards the northeast
through county Meath to reach the irish Sea at
Drogheda (from c.1186) between Mornington, co.
Meath and Baltray, co. Louth.

extending alongside the Bective/Kilmessan road
is a small winding gravel ridge, the Kilmessan esker,
which, is breached in two places by the flood plain
of the river Skane (Synge 1950–1,104, fig. 2). this is
one of a number of eskers running parallel to each
other that act as feeders to the Galtrim moraine a
continuous feature across the general area from
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Pl. 1.1 Aerial view of Bective Abbey from the north. The large platform ringfort is visible directly above
(south) of the Abbey buildings (photo: National Monuments Sevice).
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Athronan on the Skane river south west to the village
of Johnstown Bridge on the Blackwater river.
Between this moraine and the Boyne is a series of
eskers extends in a north-westerly direction, a
continuous drift of sands, gravels, boulder clay and
silts give rise to a gently undulating terrain (pl. 1.1). 

1.3  Historical Background

Bective Abbey, known as Beatitudo Dei (= the
blessedness of God) and dedicated to the Blessed
Virgin was founded on 14 January 1147 with an
endowment exceeding 1,800ha from Murchad Ua
Máelshechlainn, king of Mide from 1106 to 1153 (Mac
Shamhráin 2009). it was the first daughter house of
the cistercian abbey of Mellifont, co. Louth
established only five years after Mellifont’s
foundation. Bective abbey was established during a
period of some political upheaval with Ua
Máelsechlainn fighting to maintain his dominance in
Mide. the boundaries of this kingdom were
undergoing a gradual disintegration; a partition of
Mide imposed by tairdelbach Ua conchobair, king
of connacht in 1144, saw the over-kingdom divided
into three parts: between Ua Máelsechlainn, the
traditional ruling of Mide, who received the western
portion of the province; to Ua Ruairc of Bréifne who
received the north-east and Diarmait Mac
Murchadha, king of Laigin, who was awarded the
south-east.  Later in the same year, at a conference in
terryglass (co. tipperary), the kingship of eastern
Mide was restored to Murchad Ua Máelsechlainn
(AFM1144.7, AFM1144.10, clinton 2000, 372–405;
Byrne, F.J. 1987, 1–42; Walsh 1941, 163–83).

the lands around Bective were in the sub-
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Fig. 1.1 Location map of Bective Abbey, Co. Meath
showing ringfort (‘fort’) and quarry (extract from 1892
OS 1:10,560 sheet 31)

Pl. 1.2    Stephen Mandal (Geologist, IAFS) at the
quarry face 265m south-east of Bective Abbey in
Bective or Ballina Td.

Fig. 1.2 Soils in the vicinity of Bective Abbey are well
drained, highly productive brown earths and grey
brown podzolics (after National Soil Survey 1980).



kingdom (tuath) of Lóegaire (fig. 1.3) with their
principal royal centre at nearby tullyard (Walsh, P.
1940, 509). By the twefth century, however, the tricha

cét of the same name was considerably larger
(Maccotter 2008, 207–7, 259). this land grant was a
strategic move on the part of Ua Máelsechlainn
because the grant of lands to Bective abbey would
have had a debilitating effect on the kings of Lóegaire
and would have strengthened the Ua Máelsechnaill
hold on a part of the kingdom east of his base on
Lough ennell (co. Westmeath). it would also have
been prestigious to become a patron of the cistercian
order and of the first daughter-house of Mellifont
abbey.

the abbey was established in an area with an
existing settled community in excellent farmland,
near a key fording point across the Boyne; this was
not a wilderness ‘far from the concourse of men’, an
aspiration of the founding fathers of the order
contained in the Exordium Pavum written by abbot
Stephen Harding c.1119 (Leroux-Dhuys 1998, 27).
there were open, unprotected settlements in the area
indicated today by the presence of souterrains at
Bective (MH031-009; MH031-018). these
subterranean structures can be dated to the last
centuries of the first millennium and the earliest

centuries of the second millennium (clinton 1998,
139). in county Meath a high percentage were
associated with open settlement sites dependant
mainly on tillage for a living (ibid., 61). 

Although Bective lies in an area of relatively low
ringfort densities (Stout, M. 1997 p. 59–64) there are
high-status ringforts at Bective; 450m from Bective
Abbey, to the west of the river crossing, is the
remains of a bivallate platform ringfort (diam. 56m).
other ringforts are found on or near the cistercian
estate at Balbrigh, Bective and Dunlough (fig. 1.3).
there is a reference under the year 1150 in the Annals

of the Four Masters to a Dun Lochad of Loegaire; the
destroyed ringfort at Dunlough could be the location
of this site (AFM1150.20; Moore 1987, 100). there was
also a religious presence. clady is probably an early
church site and another early church, possibly sixth
century associated with St Finian is suspected at
Ardsallagh (eascair Branáin) townland which may
also have been on an early route northwards from
clady church (cogan 1862, i, 113; Gwynn and
Hadcock 1970, 373). 

Following the norman invasion, the high status
of the foundation at Bective is indicated by the fact
that it was chosen to hold the remains of Hugh De
Lacy, minus the head, in 1195 (fig. 1.4) nine years
after he was killed at Durrow. co. offaly.  the head
went to St thomas’s Abbey, Dublin on that occasion.
After a lengthy dispute, the body of Hugh de Lacy
was transferred to Dublin in 1205, thus robbing
Bective of the financial support that ensued from the
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Fig. 1.4 Illustration of Hugh de Lacy from a copy of
Expugnatio Hibernica, transcribed c.1200 (National
Library of Ireland, MS 700, fol. 84v).

Fig. 1.3 Map of the túath of Lóegaire showing the
extent of early medieval settlement in the vicinity of
Bective Abbey, The grant of land to the Cistercians at
Bective alientaed a major portion of this small political
unit (after Clinton 2000, 402).



possession of such valuable relics (Scott and Martin
1972, 354). in 1217 the abbot of Bective was involved
in a riot at Jerpoint and was further charged with
imprisoning a man in a tree stump until he died. He
was sent to clairvaux for trial. Subsequently, the
prior of Beaubec in normandy was appointed as
abbot of Bective in 1227. During abbot Stephen of
Lexington’s visitations to ireland the following year,
in 1228, he visited Bective and described it as a
strongly fortified place, which could be used to help
clairvaux subdue the abbeys of Mellifont and Boyle
(o’Dwyer 1982, 23). clairvaux agreed to strengthen
Bective and enlarge it so that in future it could assist
its motherhouse at clairvaux. in 1228 it was affiliated
to clairvaux when the abbot of Buildwas visited
(ibid. 49, 55). the small abbey of Shrule, co.
Longford was affiliated to Bective. in 1380, the abbot
of ‘Bekedy’ received a writ from King Richard ii,
directing that no irishman or any enemy of the king
were to be admitted to its community (Leask 1917,
47). 

the earliest description of its monastic estate
dates from 1384. Bective is referred to as ‘Bekty’ and
‘Bexty’ and is said have held custody of certain lands
and tithes. these include a grange called Lekbla in
co. Meath; the tithes of the churches of Loghcreue
(Loughcrew, co. Meath) and Demor (Diamor co.
Meath); the grange of Raynghan (Ranaghan, co.
Westmeath); including 60 acres of arable land and 1
meadow in Kilgheny (unidentified). they also
included custody of a messuage and fishing weir in
Balkyndroght (unidientified, Leask 1917, 47).

in 1358 Brother John, abbot of Bective, went to
Flanders for two years on business and nominated
John Young and Ralph Dylan as his attornies in
ireland (Maxwell Lythe, H. c. 1911, 83). About 1488,
ismaena, widow of Jorel comyn, brought a writ
against the abbot for a third of a messuage and sixty
acres of land at Ballybret (Balbrigh) at which time she
paid a fine of one mark (£0.67). Afterwards, the abbot
agreed that a chaplain would celebrate a constant
service for the repose of her soul and the souls of her
ancestors (Archdall,1786, iii, 517). in 1488, John abbot
of Bective, received a royal pardon from Henry Vii.
An abbot of Bective attended the general chapter of
citeaux in 1512 and was also one of four appointed
to investigate the affairs of the cistercian nunnery in
Derry in 1512 (Hogan, 1976, 3). this indicates that
Bective was in a prosperous condition throughout
the late-medieval period and fully participating in
the legislative systems of the cistercian order.

in the later fifteenth century Bective abbey
became embedded in the politics of Meath and the
Pale. one of its most notable fifteenth-century
patrons was Garret More FitzGerald, 8th earl of

Kildare (1456/7–1513) (Lyons 2009). the earl of
Kildare became connected with Bective Abbey when
he married Alison Fitzeustace, daughter of Roland
Fitzeustace, the Lord Portlester, whose estate lay
near Bective Abbey (Frazer 1893, 160). Sir Roland
Fitzeustace worked closely with Kildare, the former
serving as Lord treasurer and Lord chancellor in
ireland. Garret developed and re-affirmed the
relationship between the two families with his
marriage to Alison probably some time in the 1470s
(Lyons, 2000, 154–5). the Baron Portlester provided
defence for his lands against the o’connors who
bordered Meath and Kildare and maintained a string
of castles along the edge of the Pale (fig. 1.5) (Lyons
2000, 54). Garret More and Roland worked to
develop a frontier of strongholds along the Pale
boundary. Bective abbey within the Lordship of trim
was in an ideal position to buffer the Fitzeustace
estate and secure that part of the Pale which was a
clear objective of the 8th earl of Kildare. 

the Geraldines undertook a considerable
programme of building in the fifteenth century (Linzi
Simpson 2015, ?). During Garret More’s earldom the
FitzGeralds attained their widest influence and were
involved in building towns, castles and fortifications
in defence of the english and also patronised
ecclesiastical sites. For instance, Garret More, Baron
Portlester and his daughter co-founded a chantry
chapel at Athboy, co Meath (Lyons 2000, 52).

Garret Moore funded renovations at Bective
which included a significant shrinking of the cloister
and church area while re-arranging the dormitories.
Bective became the most heavily fortified cistercian
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Fig. 1.5    Bective Abbey, the late-medieval geography
of the Pale and other locations mentioned in the text.



monastery in the country with two substantial
towers erected as part of the re-modelling of the
abbey in the fifteenth-century. A substantial fortified
residence was built in the south-west of the abbey. in
addition, a strong tower was built at the west end of
the church and a stone crossing tower was
constructed above the transept (Stalley 1987,
144,150). A carving in the late fifteenth century
cloister arcade of St Bernard must date from this
period. 

it is the decorated floor tiles found at Bective that
most strongly attest to the abbey’s affiliation with the
Geraldines in the Fifteenth century (pl. 1.3) these
exhibit their heraldic coat of arms, placing them
amongst a group of armorial tiles that are rare in
ireland (Frazer, 1893, 360). tiles found at Bective
abbey display the arms and motto of the Geraldines,
earls of Kildare. on each tile, the central shield bears
the saltire cross that is emblematic of the Kildare
Fitzgeralds (Frazer 1893, 46). the G’ and ‘e’ flanking
the shield are initials referring to the marriage of
Garret More FitzGerald to elizabeth St John, first
cousin of Henry Vii, which would have aligned the
FitzGeralds with the royal family in 1496. ‘crom‘ in
the motto refers to the event in the thirteenth century
when Maurice FitzGerald obtained the area of croom
in co. Limerick (Bryan 1933, n. 135) and ‘abo’ is a
form of Gaelic interjection ‘Abu’ meaning ‘to victory’.
together the phrase makes up the battle cry of the
FitzGeralds, revealing their tight connections to irish
customs and culture. Similar tiles have been found in
Great connell Abbey, co Kildare and both
christchurch and St Patricks cathedral in Dublin.
the tiles have small pierced rosettes which symbolize
the alliance of the House of York and Lancaster
(eames and Fanning 1988, 46). the House of York
emblem was a plain, five petalled white flower,
similar to those on the Bective tiles (Bryan 1933, 129).
the kings of York reigned when Garret More rose to
the earldom in 1477, when he took his first wife and
when aristocratic rule in ireland reached its peak of
power under Richard iii (Bryan 1933, 123–4). 

Bective abbey enjoyed a period of prosperity
under Geraldine patronage indicated by the fact that
between 1487 and 1490 Bective was one of only three
abbeys in ireland able to pay an annual contribution
to citeaux (Stalley 1987, 24). But this prosperity came
at a price; Bective’s abbot James of Kilmartin assisted
in the 1487 rising of the imposter usurper Lambert
Simnel, in whose coronation the 8th earl of Kildare
played a prominent role. the latter took up the claim
that young Simnel was the lost earl of Warwick,
nephew of edward iV, and they crowned him as
edward Vi at christchurch cathedral resulting in a
short-lived rebellion against Henry Vii (Frazer 1893,

68). Garret More supported the imposter and in 1487
supplied 4,000 Gaelic foot soldiers in and invasion of
england led by his brother thomas. they were
defeated at the battle of Stoke (16 June 1487), the last
battle of the War of the Roses (Lyons 2009).
Fortunately for Garret More, he was pardoned by the
victorious Henry Vii in 1488 (Leask 1916, 47). Bective
was still functioning as a regular community in 1534,
just two year before it was dissolved. in 1534 the
abbot was John english and the names of three other
members of the community are specifically
mentioned in documentation: the prior thomas
Prowd, the cellarer or bursar John Byrrell, and a
monk edmund Fyne (Hogan 1976, 6).

the extents of Bective abbey’s possessions made
at Bective on 5 october 1540 are the most detailed
accounts available for the abbey (fig. 1.6, table 1.1)
(White 1943, 267–70). At the time of the dissolution
the estate contained an estimated total of 1,523ha
valued at £83 18s 8p. there were eight granges
reflected in the present townlands in the immediate
area of the abbey, comprising Bective, the Grange (of
Bective); Balgill, Balbrigh, Balbradagh; Dunlough,
cloncullen, Balsoon; Yellowwalls, a detached
townland at Monktown near trim, lands attached to
the parish church at Balsoon and lands in Westmeath
(figs 1.5, 1.6). there were nineteen tenants and
twenty cottiers. the extents indicate some
deterioration and desertion from the land after
dissolution. there were two cottages in ruins in
Balbrigh and another messuage in Bective laid waste
for the want of a lessee.

the 1540 extents indicate that a basic settlement
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Pl. 1.3 Floor tile (c.1500)  from Bective Abbey bear-
ing the coat of arms and motto (‘si dieu plet crom abu’)
of Gerald, 8th Earl of Kildare (c.1456–1513)



hierarchy had developed on the monastic estate with
messuages (a dwelling house with out-offices and
land) and cottages in each grange. the presence of a
messuage suggests that individual property
boundaries were in place, the greatest nucleation
being at the Grange of Bective with five messuages
and four cottages.

By the sixteenth century mixed farming was
practised on the granges with a major percentage of
arable to pasture and meadow (White 1947, 267–70).
in each land division there was a generous allotment
of land for common pasture. the customs of the
estate tenants, referred to in the extents, describe
carting grain and hay within the demesne. Some of
the tenants had their own ploughs others shared a
plough. they also had to help with the harvest. the
tithes to the abbey were paid in units of copule of
grain, an indication that a tillage based economy
predominated. in addition to the farming system,
there were the resources of a mill and a fish weir at
Bective. the monks themselves were farming 280
‘acres’ (c.288ha): 250 ‘acres’ under tillage, 7 ‘acres’ of
meadow and 23 ‘acres’ of pasture. the farms outside
the demesne varied in size from 15 to 70 ‘acres’. At
Bective the extents refer to ‘other buildings necessary
for the farmer’ suggesting outbuildings within the
precincts of the abbey. A subsequent series of
inquisitions (Morrin 1861, 293) to ascertain the
possessions of this abbey also mention five orchards
within the precincts of the abbey; a fulling mill
erected by the farmer of the abbey, a watermill and a
fishing weir on the Boyne. they also mention the
‘fifty acre wood’ (62ha) of Scryboke (Yellow Walls), a

dove-house, and the fishery rights of the Boyne from
Ardsallagh to Dunkerry (J.D. ????, 346). the
cistercians in Bective had become great landlords
prior to Dissolution. their main source of income
came from rents, together with tithes, altarages for
services at the altar of the rectory of Bectiff and
oblations (religious offerings) from the church of
Bective.

After the expulsion of the monks the community
was scattered (Hogan 1976, 8). one of the more
colourful abbots in the afterlife of Bective Abbey was
Sebastain or Stephen Shortal who became a
cistercian monk in the monastery of nucale in
Galicia, Spain. He became titular abbot of Bective in
Meath (a purely formal position lacking any real
authority) a full century after its dissolution and died
3 December 1639 (cogan 1862, 120).

Bective abbey was amongst the first of the
monasteries to be suppressed 6 May 1536. in the
following year Sir John Alen, Master of the Rolls,
wrote to the kings commissioners in ireland advising
that stones from the abbey should be used in the
repair of trim castle (Potterton 2005, 15). in 1537 the
site of the Abbey of Bective and its lands were leased
to thomas Agard (c.1499–1549) (de Burca 1994, 52).
thomas Agard received a lease of the Bective lands
for twenty-one years in December 1537 and the lease
was renewed again in May 1545 (de Burca 1994, 52).
the abbey was then converted into a tudor mansion
by the new occupier. Agard had arrived in ireland as
a protégé of thomas cromwell (c.1485–1540) in the
1530s. thomas Agard became a crown servant in
ireland under Henry Viii, holding offices including
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Fig. 1.6    Bective Granges



treasurer of the irish Mint and ‘farmer’ of the
customs of the irish ports which offered significant
opportunities for financial gain. Agard was an
industrial entrepreneur and within three months he
was boasting of a cloth weaving project that he had
established at Bective which he claimed would
employ over a hundred people (Stalley 1987, 228).
thomas Agard adapted the abbey into a
distinguished fortified mansion, designed around the
south range, the cloister and the earlier southwest
tower which acted as a pivot for the two domestic
wings. the abbey church was largely demolished
except for the south transept that was built over.

His son, Francis Agard (1529–77) left three
daughters, one of whom, clare Agard (d. 1590),
married in 1555, Sir Anthony colclough (c.1518–84)
of tintern Abbey, Wexford (Lynch and another
daughter Mary Agard, married Henry Moore of
Mellifont (Stout, G. 2016, forthcoming). All three
prominent english families – Agard, colclough and
Moore – had estates formed from confiscated
cistercian lands and constructed mansions out of the
abandoned abbey buildings.

the abbey and its possessions were purchased in
1552 by Andrew Wyse, Vice-treasurer of ireland for
the sum of £1,380 16s 7d (Morrin 1863, 265). A
memorandum of the grant is also given reciting all
the rights and privileges attached. the grant repeats
much of the detail contained in the 1540 extents.
owing to financial difficulties, in 1552 Andrew Wyse
was granted a licence to ‘alienate to Richard Dillon
of Preteston [Preston?], John Wycombe of Dublin,
and Richard cox, the site and possessions of the late
abbey, monastery, or religious house of Bective
including Scriboke [Yellow Walls], cladaghe [clady],
Balgill, otherwise called the Grange of Balgill’ (de
Burca 1994, 213). in 1558 Jacques Wingfielde was

farming the lands for the Queen. in 1560 he conveyed
Bective and other property to one Gregory cole,
citizen of London, or agent of his wife, Anne,
countess Dowager of Sussex, who re-conveyed them
to Wyse soon after. Following the death of Wyse in
1567 Bective passed to his son-in-law, Sir Alexander
Fitton, and after that, to his son-in-law, Sir
Bartholomew Dillon of Riverstown castle (Kavanagh
2005, 45). Bective seems to have declined after this
period and in 1619 the abbey was described as
deserted (Hogan, 1976, 10). on 10 August 1630
Bective was transferred from Bartholomew Dillon to
edward Bolton, later of Brazil House, in north co.
Dublin (French 2009, 10). His father was Sir Richard
Bolton, Lord chancellor of ireland in 1639. the
Bolton family were chiefly resident in Brazil, leading
to continued neglect of Bective.

the civil Survey 1654–56 reports that the lands
at Bective were owned by ‘Sir edward Bolton of
Brassele – Protestant’ (Simington 1940, 239). the civil
Survey lists within the townlands of Bective, Grange,
Gillstowne, Ballybradagh, Bailbreagh, cloncullen,
Dunlogh and Screiboy; one castle, an abbey, a church
(clady), two mills and two weirs (at Bective). the
abbey, because it is referred to as such, rather than as
a residence, must mean that the tudor mansion was
in ruins by the mid-seventeenth century. the Bolton
family home at Brazil was destroyed in a fire in 1810
(French 2009, 12). Subsequently, in the 1820s, Richard
Bolton returned to Bective and erected a new house
and demesne at nearby Grange td., 650m north of
the Abbey. Bective remained in Bolton hands until
1862, when the abbey farm passed to a Bolton
relative, Reverend Martin. He subsequently vested
the abbey ruins to the Board of Public Works in 1894
(Leask 1917, 49).
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Table 1.1 Lands and possessions of Bective Abbey, 1540/1553.

                                    Townland           Area Ha 
Name                          name (OS)           County (‘acres’)    (OS)        Messuages, structures, etc.

Balbradok                   Balbradagh          Meath                     135          159        3 messuages
Balston                        Balsoon                Meath                       15            85        church
Balygill                       Balgill                   Meath                     145          100        4 messuages, 3 cottages
Balybreyth                  Balbrigh               Meath                     140          148        2 messuages, 3 cottages, 2 ruinous cabbins
Bectiff (Grange of)     Grange                 Meath                     195          335        5 messuages, 4 cottages
Bectyff (Demesne)     Bective                 Meath                     280          288        Abbey, clady chapel, watermill, fulling-
                                                                                                                                 mill, fish weir, dove house, 5 orchards
cloncoillen                 cloncullen           Meath                     117          162        2 messuages, 5 cottages
Dyellogh                     Dunlough            Meath                       95          162        2 messuages, 3 cottages
Monketon                   Monktown          Meath                       60            99        1 messuage
Scryboke                     Yellow Walls       Meath                       50            62        Wood
Renaghan                   Ranaghan            Westmeath             360          259        20 messuages and cottages
Total                                                                                       1,592       1,859
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